
I used to cut things out and stick stuff down, I remember Letraset.

I drew things, and used a big clunky rostrum camera to capture them.

I had to think before committing, there was no ‘undo’ button.





4 phones, 2 laptops, a mac mini, Wii, 3 photo cameras, 2 video cameras, a kindle...

I am not a luddite, but...



I sense something is going wrong.



PEOPLE:
we face serious content overload and constant micro-distractions

we have less real face to face interactions

the more information we have access to the less smart we become



SOCIETY:
culture gets a re-tweet

our attitude towards privacy has changed

transparency comes at a price



ENVIRONMENT:
desolation of real forests whilst our FarmVilles’ thrive

detachment from the physical makes it easier for us to turn our back on it

technology has become the new ‘mother’



TECHNOLOGY:
creates clouds, my social graph and always-on connectivity

requires ethical human intervention to prevent disaster

can be quite scary actually



DESIGN:
should enable us to stay in control of the machines

can reduce features and capabilities that few people use, simplify

plays the critical role bringing a human conscience to the technology



it’s not the technology that is evil, but what we humans do with it

Design manipulates what we do with it.

the good news.

if we take a humanistic approach to design we can improve things.



doing less: John’s phone

analog phone book attached to back

encourages human dialogue, no SMS

affordable and robust

Dieter Rams + ironic humour



uni-tasking: WriteRoom

removes distraction from task

beautifully simple

seamless sharing via bonjour



relearning: Field Notes & Pencil

helps retrain basic human skills

comfort of analog memories

encourages offline reflection and focus



familiarity: Korg iPad app

no relearning

faithful to original design

physical affordances



making it personal: Momento

helps regain ownership of my data

gives me back my feeds

no sharing of local moments



expression: Blackbird Fly

fun to play with and experiment

results are unpredictable and unique



sustainability: Green Man lamp

solar powered

made from corn bio-plastics and bamboo



feeling natural: Vibram 5 fingers

design follows form human foot

feeling of grass between the toes

encourages real world interaction



fulfilling real needs: Nokia money

mobile banking for India

providing easy access to financial services

safer than carrying cash



individuality: ShopWindoz

create your own shop window

easy to customise and make unique

enables ecosystem of indie- brands



a reminder*
we are only human...analog beings.



 ...and remember, there is an off button ✖


